Closed captioning now available on UNMC Zooms
The recent updates also include attendee reports. Any Zoom meeting organizer can now run a report and get a list of everyone who joined their meeting. (4-4-22)

InterCOM April
Message from the dean. (4-4-22)

Breakthrough Thinking addresses gender inclusion
View recordings of the March 30 Breakthrough Thinking presentations. (4-5-22)

COVID-19 boosters focus of April’s campus forum
Chancellor Gold opened this month’s town hall meeting by thanking UNMC faculty, students and staff. (4-7-22)

Student health clinic to move
Facility renovation is expected to be complete early in 2023, with planning actively underway. (4-14-22)

New faculty
Dr. Alan Williamson joins family medicine. (4-20-22)

Inclusive Excellence urges people to show their true selves
The office of inclusion’s latest “Conversations for Inclusive Excellence” forum touched upon the iTEACH core value of courage. (4-21-22)

Chancellor’s address
Facing challenges, opportunities together. (4-25-22)

How to navigate Proofpoint and safely access websites
Information Security talks about how to exit browser isolation and safely surf the web. (4-4-22)

Top marks for Healthcare Equality Index
Nebraska Medicine is one of 496 health care providers nationwide earning the coveted “LGBTQ+ Healthcare Equality Leader” designation. (4-14-22)

Forum outlines market-based adjustments
More than 6,000 colleagues will receive a pay adjustment. Merit increases are also planned for the fall. (4-15-22)

Sign up for mobile alerts from UNMC and Nebraska Medicine
By registering for UNMC ALERTS, you’ll receive emergency notifications by text message, phone or email. (4-25-22)

Colleague forum
‘Cautious optimism’ continues around COVID-19 (4-28-22)